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 karate.gr: 14 – Contents of Hellenic Karate Federation (HKF – ELOK) - ChickenClub    

First post 7/11/2014. Update 17/11/2014.   Home      Topicality      Contents HAKF / WKF . 

Adds in karate.gr Competitions Encourage karate.gr with 20 €/y! Donations 20 €/y! 

If you agree with the truths of this website Link it to the spread through your own in Facebook, Twitter, etc.! 

" Publication is the Soul of Justice " 
Each trial is BEFORE THE GREEK PEOPLE and every decision executed IN THE NAME OF THE GREEK PEOPLE! 

The website www.karate.gr, as a continuation of the over 17 years issued monthly sports magazine "DYNAMIC JUDO-KARATE" (1977-

1994), is a "personal journalism site", written by the leading expert in the specific field of karate, but not operational mass media within 

the meaning of Law 3310/2005. Find persons considered here are proven public figures and deemed for acts and omissions in the areas of 

their public powers in the wider boundaries of critical evaluation, as required to safeguard the public interest in the sport, which Greek 

taxpayers pays so much!!! 

 

Beheading of the international karate official George Yerolimpos 

by the World Karate Federation!!! 
 

Yerolimpos has been declared by the WKF as “Persona non Grata” 

namely “Unacceptable Person” worldwide!!!   
 

(The present publication is an inseparable part of the known chapter of interrelated articles about 2000 pages!) 
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Copyright © 1945-2045: Thymios Persidis, Fraud hunter out of Hobby! 

Founding member of HKF, former Gen. Secretary, President and Hon. President! 

CSI (!) of all kinds of sports crimes! 

The Terror of sports charlatans of every level and capacity!!! 

Fault-finder of pay-offs and illegalities of the HKF directing officials!!! 

We even …. drink a little blood … as it may happens!!! 

 

  

Any charge brought by the slanderer Yerolimpos against anyone is invalid 

and any of his testimony in any trial is unreliable. 
  

 

The WKF 2014 World Championships took place in Bremen, Germany from November 5th to 9th, 2014, with the 

participation of more than 900 athletes from about 107 countries. At the General Meeting (Congress) of the 

representatives of those 107 countries New Members Elections for the WKF EC took place as well, in which the 

Hellenic Karate Federation [HKF (ELOK in Greek)] Honorary President George Yerolimpos, who barely managed to 

submit his candidature for the WKF EC despite his repeated punishments by the latter, 

a) Firstly: Was NOT elected and 

b) Secondly and UNPRECEDENTEDLY: by decision of the 107 countries WKF Congress representatives he was 

declared “PERSONA NON GRATA”, namely “UNACCEPTABLE PERSON”, which means that he has been 

PERMANENTLY AND FOR EVER EXPELLED BY THE WORLD KARATE with the most shameful expulsion, which is 

henceforth stuck as a permanent smear  to him, to the Hellenic Karate Federation and to Greece!!! 
 

In the present phase it is worth noticing the official behavior of HKF towards its “Honorary President”! As a 

national federation-member of the WKF, HKF owes to abide by the WKF decisions, strip Yerolimpos off his 

“honorary title” of Honorary President and forbid him any participation, even … visual, namely “not even peep”, from any event of the sport 

in Greece (competitions, events, meetings, general meetings, etc.)!!! 
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Naturally, this actually “ETHICAL DISCIPLINARY DECISION) of the WKF Congress not only does it eliminate the future sports 

activities of Yerolimpos but it also eliminates its positions in the entire globe of Greek Sports, his whole sports life until today, his doing, 

his collaborations, his collaborators, his judicial cases, his oppositions to his adversaries or/and litigants and to anything that George 

Yerolimpos has done in his life!!! In two words, the Hellenic Olympic Committee should EX OFFICIO strip him off his Sportsman Status, 

because with his actions he has internationally offended the Sports Spirit and the Greek Sports!!!  

  

From the WKF Congress: On the podium is the president of the WKF Antonio Espinos Ortueta, on the screen is the IOC 

president Thomas Bach and somewhere in the crowd you will find like in a magic picture the heads of Yerolimpos and 

Dimitriadis!!! Representatives from 107 countries decided to label George Yerolimpos as “Persona non Grata” for the World 
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Karate!!! From this decision one draws the conclusion that, in the opinion of all who vote, Yerolimpos had created an anonymous 

website (as I describe bellow) from which he was anonymously slandering the President, the EC and the entire WKF! They did 

not need a Court to take that decision given the fact that they are the Court for matters of the world federation and its 

sport, while at the same time they impose the strictest penalty for an international sports official and they evaluated that this 

penalty was exactly right for Yerolimpos’ concurrence of offences!!!  

In two words they have labeled Yerolimpos “world sports sediment” with repercussions for HKF and Greece!!! 

MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
  

As one would expect, although I have been evidently and beyond question the only one 

crying out about all that for twenty years and to everybody (!!!), this fact has caused me … a 

great affliction and … may be damned whoever says differently!!! I have … wept my eyes out! 

I have no more … tears to shed! I am ripping my … clothes! Etc, etc…..!!! 

This tragic event has affected my liver, kidney, blood-sugar, bloodpressure and … big 

toe! All of you who sympathize with me, let‘s sing together about our pain, just like our 

ancient ancestors did, and let’s dance - to the rhythm of the contemporary philosopher … Nikos Papazoglou - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhdqowGXDkE , our sorrow for the … tragic loss of this unique idle of Greek Sport, who has always 

aspired to be worshipped by … Buddha and who was judging everybody like … Koudas!!! ………… We will have …… fish for dinner!!!! 
  

Let’s see below the changes in the WKF Executive Committee as shown in its website: 

A) Before the conflict between Yerolimpos and WKF, Yerolimpos was mentioned on the left-hand side board in 

the position of the General Secretary. 

B) After the conflict (July 2013) and before the 4/11/2014 elections, on the left-hand side board Yerolimpos 

has the top bottom place of a member (to the very end!) 

C) Finally, after the 4/11/2014 elections (and the end of the championships) we can observe that Yerolimpos …. 

has been … dematerialized from the WKF Executive Committee members board! He was erased FOR EVER!!! 

I am giving these for the Super-Idiots to whom he was telling that he would soon be … President of the WKF 

 and jackasses were… buying it!!!   

141104-min-WKF.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhdqowGXDkE
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At this point allow me to describe and interpret some important events from Yerolimpos’ sports life providing a short history on the 

proceeding of the …. deceased! A detailed description about the investigator-reader is available in Greek by clicking here 

http://www.karate.gr/14elok/140cont.htm !!! 

 

I would like to point that during the centuries two historians have stood out for their … twenty-year History Monuments they 

bequeathed to the next generations: Homer for Iliad, Odyssey and Master-crafty Udysses and I for … HKF-iad and the Master-charlatan 

Yerolimpos! 

 

 
 

George Yerolimpos is the 
most charismatic Sport 

Super-charlatan I have ever 
met! 

 

 
 

He has the ability of selling … ice cubes to Eskimos! 
Even the very idea of … water-melons in shape of cube 
in order not to … waste capacity in the transportation 

packages was his, but the very last minute the … 
Japanese stole it from him and the sell it themselves! 

SAMURAI magazine 
published only this issue 

in 1995 paid by HKF. 

 
In Karate he started as a 
competitor and evolved 

to top official, with 
cheating of course, but all 

is allowed in the 
Charlatans Paradise 

game called HKF! 

 
His favorite slogan was the famous “I am doomed 
to succeed”! This disaster of a slogan is used by 
the Neodemocrats party when they pretend to be 
neo-philosophers!!! And it worked, because with 

his karate charlatan collaborators he was 
controlling the karate clubs, and with those clubs: 
a) he was controlling HKF, b) he snapped out the 
Hockey federation through which he became and 
NOC member, c) he founded the Curling monkey-

federation, d) he snapped out the Triathlon 
federation and e) he remains an NOC member 

through the latter. 

http://www.karate.gr/14elok/140cont.htm
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In his long efforts he 
had always the support 
of the second Super-
Charlatan of the family, 
his wife Emmanouela 
Pontida-Yerolimpos, 
HKF EC member and 
DC member of the 
current Karate Trainers 
School, which has 
recently ruined and 
who is praising her 
husband’s high ideals 
by posting on 
Facebook comments 
like the one on the 
right-hand side of 
Kazantzakis 
philosophy! 
 
In high society … we 
read Kazantzakis! 

 
Since Yerolimpos dominated Greek Karate (nothing 

easier since both his friends and adversaries are 
happy with their … corn!!!), he headed and rushed 
into the WKF World Karate! He took the position of 

the WKF General Secretary and brought the 
Secretariat Office to Greece! Rumor has it that the 
expenses of the Secretariat Office were covered by 

both the WKF and the General Secretariat for Sports 
(GSS) since we have many … assholes in General 

Secretariat of Sport (GSS) too!!! 

 
For the last twenty 
years I have been 

writing about all these 
in detail in the sold out 

book for Super-
Charlatans, but all 

politicians were parts of 
the scheme!!! 

 
With Yerolimpos’ domination 
method the HKF was full by 

Chimpanzee-Karate 
trainers….  

 
Orangoutang-Athletes and 

Monkey-officials all … 

 
… under the orders of a 

Bully Crested Hen !!!  

 
 

Even the HKF 
Disciplinary Committee 
was composed by well-

known Lawyers-
Macaques …  

 
… who administered the 

justice of … Macaques as 
per Yerolimpos’ 

instruction!!! 
 (Don’t get me wrong: 

Macaque is a well-known 
kind of apes!) 

The fairy-tale of the 
happy Little Red Riding 

Hood continued that 
way for many years! 

Yerolimpos was 
pumping HKF and the 
other federations that 

he had, meanwhile 
ascending to the world 

karate Dom!  
He took his first striking 

false step, though, 
when he was Sports 

Director (since 1996) in 
the Athens 2004 
Olympic Games 

Organizing Committee. 
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«FILATHLOS» - 18-02-2004, ATHENS, GREECE - 

WORLDWIDE SCANDAL - Official complaint made to 
Gianna [Angelopoulos] by an American company. - A high-
ranking executive of “Athens 2004”, formed a duet with an 

international con-man, and proposed to us to create a 
company in order to undertake together the security of the 

Athens Olympic Games. 

 

 «FILATHLOS» - 19-02-2004, ATHENS, GREECE - 

GIANNA SENT AWAY Yerolimpos as guilty 
according to the charges of the American 

businessman. - She sends the file to the public 
prosecutor. - Even the CIA and the FBI dealt with this 

case. 

Yanna threw him in the 
garbage but he managed not 
to have great financial and 
moral losses, because his 
expulsion was relatively close 
to the days of the Athens 
Olympic Games (August 
2004) 
… while at the same time our 
Little Red Riding Hood 
continued her fairy-like life 
undisturbed in the world 
karate field in the position of 
the WKF General Secretary! 

 
 But every Little Red Riding 
Hood has a Bad Wolf that puts an end to her fairy-
tale, who was meant to come in the person of the 
WKF President Mr. Antonio Espinos Ortueta, 
Yerolimpos’ close collaborator of for twenty years, 
in an unprecedented conflict between the two 
men!!! 

The conflict came when Yerolimpos, through his site on 
Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/wkf.campaign?hc_location=time
line!  accused Espinos and the other WKF EC members of 

corruption and intertwining interests. 

 
But he did that in a particularly foul way! He created an 

ANONYMOUS account on Facebook, where he was 
insulting and libeling Espinos, the WKF EC and many 

others for corruption and intertwining interests, as shown 
in the next summary: 

 
Cartoon like this one (and the following) and even 
worse texts appear on the Facebook anonymous 

account that everybody knew it belonged to 
Yerolimpos and you can see them by clicking here! 

 
 

The texts are translated in all languages for 
readers all over the worlds using the 

“approximately translating” GOOGLE program … 

http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18v.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18v.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db18e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19v.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19v.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19e.htm
http://www.karate.gr/02recogn/025db19e.htm
https://www.facebook.com/wkf.campaign?hc_location=timeline!
https://www.facebook.com/wkf.campaign?hc_location=timeline!
http://www.karate.gr/14elok/145130824.htm
http://www.karate.gr/14elok/145130824.htm
http://www.karate.gr/14elok/145130824.htm
http://www.karate.gr/14elok/145130824.htm
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… even in Chinese and Japanese, throwing Yerolimpos’ 

mud towards all directions, …  

 
… in order to cause the greatest possible damage to 

President Espinos and his collaborators!!! 

 
And all that were done by 
and international range 

official, who not only did 
he represent his National 
Federation but also his 

Country! 

 
The result of it was to 

confirm once more that 
anonymity is nothing 
more than … giving a 

gun to an orangoutang: 
he starts shooting 

around indiscriminately, 
even at himself!!! 

 
 

And yet, many times those 
nice animals have a superior 
philosophy than humans … 

 
… a philosophy that, as proven, the Grand-official of 

International Karate does not have! 

 
Because the Super-charlatan Yerolimpos forgot that 

in the world that he lives,  
the Big Fish eats the Small … 

  
(or did he thing that he was the …. Biggest Fish???) 

 
… and he, the Snail, … 
kept on … sliding on 

the Razor’s Edge until 
the day of the WKF 

elections, … 
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… when he literally “froze” by 
the result … 

 
… which, instead of “Good 

Bye Espinos” from the 
presidency, that he desired 

and spread … 

 
… turned out to be “Good 

Bye Yerolimpos FOR 
EVER” from World 

Karate!!! 

 
Even if you like bananas, when you eat them from 

the wrong side and all at once … they will stick!!!  

 
' 

Let alone that some 
people in the Congress 
fell about with laughter 

…. 

 
 

… given the fact that the 
general opinion of the 107 

(except 4-5) national 
federations’ representatives 

was “AOUST”!!! 

 
 

Enough with words!!! 
Kaleviotika (big and special) cucumbers should … take 

the floor! 

 
 

We are now talking about a “SPORTS DEAD”!  
Even the well-known fashion gay philosopher Lakis 

Gavalas … shuddered saying: “The only thing I 
regret is that I … depilated today and I cannot … 

enjoy the thrill!” 

 
Yerolimpos of course 

does not know where to 
hide!!! 
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The famous band … Dirge Singers of Mani (Greek town) 
composed for his sake … “The Karate Dirge” ….   

 
 

… while a special Limo was called up for the 
Deceased!!! 

The news travelled all the way across the world, 
even to places not yet reached by civilization!!! 

 

 
News agencies were broadcasting: “Sinemabugu, 

nagaga ….”  
(Translation: “From the three, … the longest ….”) 

 

 
 

“…. Maniaki Gero tubeki, tabuka Karate, tabakata!” 
(Translation: “It’s what Yerolimpos got during Karate 

elections!”) 

 
 

And it was followed by the festive … Dance of Fire…. 
as it is the custom in such cases!!! 

 
 

Yerolimpos’ puppets in HKF froze …. 
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…. after the indescribable and eternal ice bucket!!! 

 
 

The moral and sports ruin called Hellenic Karate 
Federation has disclosed its rotten foundations!!! 

 
 
 

This is not a sports 
federation!  

This is a … potato!!! 

 
Once again we witness the results of the indifference and 
nakedness of the General Secretariat for Sport (GSS), that 
“supervises” Greek sports from …. Phuket islands on the 

other side of the planet ….   

 
…. along with the complete corruption and 

intertwining of its entire political heads without any 
exception!!! 

For example I indicate the above shown useless, 
friends, “protectors” of Yerolimpos, Orfanos and 

Koukodimos, but I mean everybody with no 
exception!!! 

 
 

Those gentlemen have better not to forget that the 
tie, the lamé suite and their … underwear are paid 
by the Greek people so that they do their job for 

which they are proven PERJURERS!!!  
 

Let’s focus now on HKF: 
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I almost got me a … pace-maker when I read the above 

mentioned news a few days ago: “Sheikh Mansour took 8 
hens”! I thought, he did took the HKF EC!!! 

 
 

But no such luck! 
 

The HKF EC is here and 
flourishing! They eat for 

free at the Trainer’s 
School … 

 
… they make history by 

not providing the 
financial statements of 

HKF’s events! 

 
They organize 

competitions, seminars 
and trips and they collect 
through the “Laundries” 
of SPORTDATA, “Elpida 

Star Tours” and other 
methods… 

 
 

… and in general they 
“choke” a …. canary 
every day and they … 
spit out … the feathers 
without leaving behind 

any trace!!!  
Or so they think! 

 
  

The moment when the clubs, the athletes and their families are all out of money due to 
the prolonged economic crisis …  

 
… the HKF EC has put of HKF … six teats (like the three of the lady on the right-hand 

side, now imagine another three on the … back!!!) and milks from all six!!! 

 

 
They account for 

nothing, note even the 
Trainer’s School from 

which, rumor has it that 
Mr. Big got 20.000€, ... 
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… while there are enormous holes in its finances for 

TWENTY YEARS!!! Be careful not to fall inside!!! 

 
Robberies have increased 
lately: when they ask 20 € 
per athlete at gun point …  

 
 

… for participation in 
competition and 20 € per 
coach to be allowed in 
the competition area … 

 
 

… things totally anti-
constitutional and 

ILLEGAL !!! They play the 
hot potato from hand to 

hand … 

 
 

… risking the GSS to 
put up the shutters of 

HKF!  
And the chicken-clubs 

accept all these!!! 

 
  

You all need some 
smacking!!! And not a simple 

one, a long lasting one, 
because you have the whole 

responsibility for the creation 
of this CORRUPTION 

MONSTER since you are also 
a part of it!  

But for how long? The right Public Prosecutor will be 
found and he will put you on the stand ... 

 
 

… and when he opens the 
“HKF File” and 
investigates the 
assumption of 

responsibilities, then 
many mothers will cry!!! 

 
  

Meanwhile I have … imported from the … 
American Indians the above shown furniture, ten 

items, for each of the bellow shown interested 
persons and their collaborators in the Fraud 

Pyramid they have set up!  
We should not be left without appropriate seats 

during the preliminary inquiry!!! 
Therefore, a Public Prosecutor is wanted in order 

to investigate the financial crimes in the HKF 
management committed by the following “sport 

criminals” ……… 
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The result will be equal to the 
WKF Congress’ decision on 

Yerolimpos!!!  
HKF will risk closing down!!! 

 
 

The Super-Charlatan will 
be vanished from 

sports!!! 

 
At a time when the slow 
moving boat called the 

Financial and Economic 
Crime Unit is getting 

closer to checking his 
accounts in and out of 

Greece! 

 
Irrelevant: Stefania 

Santrelli in “Sedotta e 
Abbandonata” (1964)  

(MEMO: I have to 
remember to get him a 

… garter!!!) 

 

Thymios Persidis  
Ping-pong balls are one thing and … King Kong’s balls another!!! 

 

karate.gr - for those who know how to read!!......................................................................................................................................... 

 

http://www.karate.gr/

